CE1037 ‘Songs, Myths and Hero-Tales’: set reading list

All students should purchase hard copies (not Kindle versions) of the following books in advance of week 2 of teaching, when tutorials will begin:


All these books are available at Blackwell’s. Please do not buy a different version (e.g. the illustrated or bilingual editions of Heaney’s *Beowulf*) as it is important that all students have books with the same page-numbers.

All other pieces of required reading for tutorials will be listed in the course guide and accessible as scans on MyAberdeen. The course guide will also list recommended further reading on the various topics covered by the course, but we particularly recommend the following:

- Jeffrey Gantz, trans., *Early Irish Myths and Sagas* (Penguin paperback) ISBN 978-0140443974 (but don’t read the introduction)

All the above books will be either very useful or required reading for CE1534 ‘Arthur and Finn, Beowulf and Alfred the Great’ next semester, for those students taking that course.